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the adaption of administrative terms and barbarisms or foreign
expressions used in commercial advertisements. But the instruc-
tion given in the schools and the example of writers with a care
for correctness of style have maintained the classic tradition of
the language and even the classic spelling.
Literature and the arts still occupy a sphere reserved to culti-
vated people; none of the attempts at a popular literature or art
has really reached the people. But the number of writers and
artists and the number of works of all sorts produced by them has
increased to unprecedented proportions. Never were there so
many novelists, dramatists, painters, sculptors, and even musicians
in France. Never have famous writers and artists made such large
incomes by their art; never have they had such a high position
in society or been treated with such respect; never have they had
such a numerous public of readers, spectators, auditors, and
collectors. Never have all kinds of arts enjoyed such favour;
polite society has made it its duty to appear to take an interest in
literature and understand painting and music. This attitude has
come to constitute the main feature of French 'snobbery', unlike
its English model, which is indifferent to the arts and respects
nothing but rank and wealth. Public interest has even extended
to translations of the novels and plays written by the great writers
of other countries, whether English, Russian, Scandinavian,
Spanish, or Italian,
During the last half-century France has not seen the rise of any
mighty original genius in any sphere; but no other land has pro-
duced such an abundant crop of talent recognized by competent
judges in all countries, Paris has no longer been merely the one
centre in which the whole literary and artistic output of France
is created; it has also come to play the part of the greatest market
for works of art and the greatest centre of literary and artistic
activity. It has become the school to which the artists of the whole
world come to form or perfect themselves.
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The Constitution of 1875 merely laid down the principles on
which the system of government was based; but the interpretation
of these remained open to question. In creating the Senate the
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